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Crowquets!
Roast stuffed crow was the
main course Tuesday noon for
two members of Phi Kappa Sigma, Dick Cranch and George
Chase. They claimed that it
tasted like liver, but later admitted that the bird was still
wild enough to fly away.
Cranch had shot the crow early that morning. At breakfast
he agreed to pluck and clean the
bird if Chase would help him
eat it. So Doc Weymouth, cook
at Phi Kappa Sigma, sent up the
bird that noon, garnished with
bacon and flanked with boxes
of bicarbonate of soda. The
pair sent back to the kitchen
only the bare bones and the
soda.

Harvard Glee Club Climax
Of Maine Musical Season

Open House
Program

Open House Program
Expands to Include
Arts and Sciences

College of Arts and Sciences
Economics and Sociology
Presenting a virtual survey of glee
Pulitzer Prize Poet
28, 32, 38 South Stevens
club music from the sixteenth century
Psychology
to the present, the Harvard Glee Club,
Describes Poetry as
27, 29, 35, 37, 41 N. Stevens
under the direction of G. Wallace
Romance Languages
Essence of Living
Woodworth, will give a concert Fri7, 19 North Stevens
day evening at 8 p.m. its the Memorial
Robert I'. Tristram Coffin will
Speech
275 Stevens Hall
Gymnasium.
speak on poelr, as the essence of
Zoology
Coburn Hall
M.C.A.
comand
the
assembly
The
living and read poetry tonight at
Expansion of the Open House proPhysics
mittee are sponsoring the appearance,
8:30 p.m. iii the Little Theatre Ile
gram next Saturday to include particiSouth
Section,
Aubert
Hall
the climax of the musical season at
is being presented by the ContribuLennie Lizott's Band pation by departments in the College
College of Technology
Maine.
tors' Club, which has brought to
of Arts and Sciences was announced
Electrical Engineering
To Play for InterOpening with two eighteenth centuMaine such poets and writers as
here today by Prof. Benjamin C. Kent,
Lord Hall
ry fraternal songs, the program inRobert Frost, Carl Samlburg. and,
program chairman.
Engineering Drafting
Dance
Sorority
cludes selections from English, Gerthis year Louis Unterme.ser.
Exhibits will be offered by the de30 Wingate Hall
man, and Russian choral music. FeaOne hundred ninety-six members partments of economics and sociology,
It has been three years since Mr.
Civil Engineering
tured on the program are selections
were present at the Panhellenic ban- psychology, Romance languages,
Coffin last spoke at Maine during the
Wingate Hall
from Gilbert and Sullivan, and Casey
quet held Monday at Balentine Hall. speech, and zoology. The participaregular school year. He spoke at
Chemical Engineering
Jones, a true American folk song.
The guest speaker, Mrs. Joseph Hub- tion of the College of Arts and SciCommencement in 1937, when he was
Aubert Hall
bard, of Massachusetts, spoke on the ences is expected to be enlarged for
American folk song has been said
awarded an honorary degree.
Pulp and Paper
National Panhellenic society.
not to exist at all. The Old Maid's
future Open Houses.
Basement, Aubert Hall
"This is my country," the opening
Song, from the Kentucky Mountains,
Guests were: Dean Edith Wilson, The department of economics and
Mechanical Engineering
line of Mr. Coffin's poem by the same
is like most of the songs of the AppaMrs. Arthur A. Hauck, Dr. Marion sociology, which will use Rooms 28,
Crosby Hall
name, is closely analytic of his qualiG. WALLACE WOODWORTH
lachians, probably English folk song
Sweetman, Miss Pearl 0. Baxter, 32, and 38, South Stevens, will exhibit
College of Agriculture
fications to address a Maine audience.
surviving through generations of sing- "heavy big eight-wheeler" have beMrs. Edna Sheraton, and Miss Addie material used in its various courses,
Home Economics
Robert Coffin is thoroughly Maine.
ers in the more remote valleys and come the real hero of a song, and
Weed.
Merrill Hall
He was born and brought up in Cumresearch work by its faculty, and sermountains of the East. But Casey nowhere else could the tune itself have
Military Science and Tactics
The Panhellenic dance will be held vice available to people throughout the
berland County and began his higher
!ones is pure and unadulterated Amer- originated.
Armory and Field House
Faculty Committee
April 26 at Memorial Gymnasium. state.
education at Bowdoin College, where
ican. In no other country could the
Guests will include President and Mrs. The psychology exhibits, which will
he is now professor of English.
The only other American song on
Help
'With
Students'
Arthur A. Hauck, Dean Edith Wil- be in Rooms 27, 29, 35, 37, 41, and the
A most versatile writer, Mr. Coffin
the program is Tarantella, by Randall
son, and Prof. Walter Whitney. Mu- children's school in the basement of
concentrates on stories with a coastal
Presents Program
Thompson, a setting of Hilaire Belsic will be furnished by Lennie Lizott's North Stevens, will include auto drivMaine atmosphere. In 1935 he was
loc's poem "Do you remember an inn,
orchestra.
named the outstanding poet of Ameri- The University of Maine presented
ing and other test apparatus, lie detecM iranda ?"
ca, and in 1936 won the Pulitzer Prize a special broadcast on the National
Mrs. Hubbard described the work tor, mazes, charts and slides illustratThe program:
for poetry. Mr. Coffin believes that Farm and Home Hour, Wednesday,
of the different Panhellenic commit- ing illusions, sound apparatus, tests
Two FRATF.RNAL SONGS
poetry is the best medium through over a coast-to-coast NBC Blue Nettees and their contribution to the for children, and motion pictures.
unsre
Freude
Laut
verkunde
which one can express one's thoughts work. The program originated in the
development of the Greek letter socieThe department of Romance lanhfozart
on life. His expressions are tangible Gymnasium of Alumni Hall. WLSZ "Peace and How To Keep It" will
Reporting on the results of the Li- ties as a whole.
guages, which will exhibit in Rooms
(Written for the Masonic
delineations of Maine and its people, in Bangor served as station outlet in be the subject of a panel discussion
She complimented the Maine Pan- 7 and 19, North Stevens, will include
brary Campaign among the faculty and
Lodge, N'ienna, 1791)
which will replace the usual Sunday
of whom he says, "these are my peo- Maine for this national broadcast.
hellenic Conniel on its fine spirit, one-act French and Spanish plays,
administration
Four)
members
who
Page
(Continued
on
are
not
Theatre
April
the
Little
Vespers
in
ple, saving of emotion."
Fourth in the 1940 Series of Land
stating that this was the exception short-wave broadcasts picked up from
graduates of the University, Prof.
Grant College Programs presented in 21 at 4:15.
rather than the rule. "The Pan- Paris, French and Spanish newspapers
A. M. Turner, committee chairman, hellenic delegate should be the strong- and periodicals,
Part of a nation-wide Peace Day
co-operation with the United States
educational apparatus,
feature
the
discussion
observance,
will
has announced this week that three est girl in the chapter," she stated. such as phonograph recordings for
Department of Agriculture, Maine
the
just
arrived
Dr.
from
Michaelides,
faculty members and students can well
divisions of the University have turned
She stressed the need of co-opera- training in pronunciation and in unbe proud of Maine's contribution to Near East; Dr. Andrew J. Banning,
in 100% pleage reports already with tion among the national societies and derstanding the spoken language, voFourteen faculty members of the the series. The radio program last of the Bangor Theological Seminary;
cabulary wheels, and devices for quick
English department will be at Bates Wednesday was consistent with better Mr. John Brigham, of Castine; and Three French plays were presented high percentages also in from other also explained the dangers of unfavorand easy acquisition of foreign lanable
publicity
to
any
sorority.
College Friday for a meeting of the quality work that the Radio Guild has Professor Leslie F. Smith, of the Uni- at the meeting of the French Club divisions.
Mrs. Hubbard is a member of Na- guages.
English professors of the four Maine turned out recently. Considerable versity of Maine. Dean Edward J. Wednesday evening, April 17. The
The College of Agriculture, the
The speech department's exhibits,
students playing the various parts car- Agricultural Experiment Station, and tional Panhellenic Congress and in
colleges. They are: Milton Ellis, C. J. credit is due Mr. Delwin B. Dusen- Allen will act as chairman.
the past has served on various commit- in 275 Stevens Hall, will include radio
ried
on
Reynolds, Mary P. Crandon, Milford bury, radio program director in charge
the
dialogue
entirely
in
French.
The panel discussion committee,
the School of Education had all tees. At the present,
she is on the skits, model stage designs, demonstra%Vence, Walter Whitney, G. W. Small, oi the special Farm
and Home Hour. which is sponsoring the affair, is com- The same program will be repeated at pledged 100 per cent. Total amounts committee for the Protection of Fra- tions of recording, review of pathoGeorge Sanderlin, A. M. Turner, S. R. The script was prepared
Open
House
Saturday
afternoon
and from faculty pledges reached $11,509
by Mr. Du- posed of the Vanguards, the Political
ternity Insignia. She is a member of logical speech cases, and movies.
Ashby, H. L. Flewelling, Ruth Cros- senbury and Mr.
evening.
on April 15.
Bruce B. Miner, a Science Club, M.C. A., Y.W.C. A.,
Alpha Delta Pi.
The exhibits of the department of
by, Manning Hawthorne, and W. F. member of the Faculty
Miss
Marian
Buzzell,
faculty
adWesleyan
Foundation,
International
Committee on
The entire list of faculty prospects
Elizabeth Kruse, president of Pan- zoology, which will be held in the
Scanunan.
viser
of
the
French
Club,
supervised
Relations
Club,
and
the
Universalist
the broadcast. They were assisted by
amounts to 183 names, of which 152, hellenic Council and the toastmistress, basement and
the three floors of CoFriday night and Saturday morning,
the program. The casts were:
Prof. Walter Creamer and Dr. Frank Young People's group.
a.. 83 per cent, have subscribed to the introduced each sorority president burn Hall, will
include cancer reProfessors Ellis, Vence, Ashby, Cros- Lathrop.
Core Rayons: Bryant Bean, John Library campaign. The campaign has
who, in turn, introduced the next search, fisheries survey work in Maine,
by, and Reynolds are going to a meetCullinan,
Madeline
Smart,
John
Webreceived, from the alumni members of year's president.
Reviewing the teaching, research, Sophomore Societies
blood and circulation, current research,
ing of the New England branch of the
ster, Elizabeth Emery, Everett Hoff- the faculty and administration listed
(Continued on Page Four)
parasitic diseases affecting wildlife in
College English association at Sim- and extension work conducted in Agri- To Name New Members mann. Coach, Gertrude Tondreau.
in the Penobscot County area of the
culture and Technology at Maine, the
Maine, and demonstrations of embryomons College.
Enipoisonner: Alan Winter, Marie Alumni campaign over $5,000.
faculty round-table furnished the
women
The
in
ten
the
outstanding
logical development, of Maine inverteProfessor Wence will be chairman
Rourke, Frank Haines. Coach, Esther
theme
for
this
national
hook-up
broadfreshman class elected Sophomore
brate forms, and the five-year nursing
of the Freshman Committee and ProThompson.
curriculum.
fessor Reynolds will be chairman of cast over nearly 100 different stations. Eagles and the ten highest ranking David Maier: Paye So Note: Priscilla Lane Chosen
Participating in the discussion were: women named to Neai Mathetai will
the Sophomore Survey Committee.
New exhibits this year in Lord Hall
Dean Paul Cloke, of the College of be announced next Wednesday night Gerard Goulette, Charles Lufkin, Eve- Ideal Wife by Students
will include the soil mechanics and
Technology, Dean Arthur L. Deering, at the annual banquet given by the lyn Tondreau, Murray Bowden, Pau- FLAGSTAFF,
ARIZ.—(ACP)—
sanitary engineering laboratories
Adult Gardening Course of the College of Agriculture, Dr. present !Timbers of these honorary line Cushing, Walter Reed. Coach, Priscilla Lane, cinema
star, is the ideal Clark Kuney, '39, who is taking his which will include an exhibit by the
Norma Sylvester.
Fred
Griffee,
director
of
the
Agrisocieties to the freshman women, MarWill Last Two Days
mate. That is the unanimous opinion Master's degree in Theatre on a Tui- state department of sanitation. In the
cultural Experiment Station, and Mr. garet Phillips, president of the Sophoof the 27 male members of Dr. John tion Scholarship at the State Uni- mechanical engineering department in
A short course in gardening will be Henry L. Doten, president of the more Eagles, announced this week.
J Harton's class in psychology at versity of Iowa, has been awarded a Crosby Hall there will be shown a new
given by the horticulture department Maine Association of Engineers.
Toastmistress of the banquet, to be
Arizona State Teachers College here. $1,000 fellowship from a Rockefeller wind tunnel which is used in the study
in a special course for adults today
The University of Maine Band and held in Salentine Hall, will be Barbara
(Continued an Page Four)
The men in the class, after answer- Foundation grant, according to an anand tomorrw in conjunction with the University Men's Glee Club. directed Savage. Shirley Ashman, president of
Letters of a French trader who in ing detailed questionnaires, selected en- nouncement made by Mr. Frederick
Garden Club Federation of Maine.
by Albion Beverage, were featured in Neai Nfathetai, and Margaret Phillips 1673 explored the Maine coast as far
tertaining, friendly, beautiful, cheerful, McConnell, chairman of the FellowMr. Roger Clapp, assistant profes- musical selections.
will speak. Dorothy Warren is in south as Pemaquid, translated by
considerate, helpful, honest, and intel- ship Project of the National Theatre
sor of horticulture, will direct the
Narrators for the Farm and Home charge of arrangements for the ban- Louis-Andre Vigneras, assistant proligent (in that order) as the adjectives Conference.
work. Visiting lecturers are Egbert
quet.
(Continued on Page Few)
fessor of Romance Languages at the most applicable to the perfect wife.
This fellowship will enable Kuney
Hans, landscape architect from BosNow well into its third week of reUniversity of Maine, appear in the
to continue his studies at Iowa, where
ton, and Ray Allen, instructor in
March issue of the New England
he will obtain practical training in the hearsal, Stage Door, fourth and last
floriculture from Cornell University.
Fraternity
Education
Quarterly, just off the University
fields of acting and directing. Mr. Masque presentation of the year, is
Press.
Elects Eight Members McConnell also stated that upon the rapidly shaping up under the direcElizabeth Mosher Is
Henri Brunet, in several of his letcompletion of his training, Kuney will tion of Mrs. Joyce Stevens of the
ters written from "Kennebec River" Eight new members have been elect- return to Maine to teach acting and to Department of Public Speaking.
President of Phi Mu
and Boston in 1674, gave details of ed to Kappa Delta Pi, honorary educa- direct in the experimental educational
Opening on April 29 for a fourElizabeth Mosher was elected presiBy Trask and Scribner
black, gray, or navy blue—pin-striped the sacking of Pentagoet, now Cal- tion fraternity, Dean Ohs S. Lutes theatre.
night run in the Little Theatre, this
dent of Phi Mu sorority at a meeting
tine, by a Dutch privateer. From his announced this week. They are: PhylKuney received his Iowa scholar- play will be the finale of the 1939-1940
Spring is in the air and with it or plain.
held to elect new officers and initiate more glamour for the girls. Here are
Pin Games—Have you tried them? anchorage at the mouth of the Kenne- lis Smart, Clarence Perry, Hugh ship on the basis of his accomplish- Masque season.
new members at the home of Mar- a few of the highlights this season— See
The large cast of 18 women and 11
how many colorful pins you can bec, he also wrote: "I am on a beauti- Young, Wayne Hoy, Albert Hill, ments in the Maine Masque, of which
garet Steinmetz, retiring president check up on your wardrobe and see if find on a lapel. And then to
add more ful river on which there is a board James Harmon, Stanley I.ibbey, and he was president during his last two men includes, besides some promising
Other officers elected were Alice )ou have them.
newcomers, many Masque veterans
years at the University.
spice, look at the neckline for one or mill. I have seen some masts twenty Amorette Nickerson.
Smith, vice president; Joan Chapman,
among whom arc Virginia May and
The Coat and Suit Silhouettes—At almost any other place. They are to thirty incises thick and long accordsecond vice president; Laura Craft,
Jerry Schmidt, who play the leads,
least one long torso line is essential worn everywhere and on anything. ingly." As .a trader he made a careful
secretary; Anna Cahill, treasurer;
Barbara Ashworth, Virginia Howe,
Assorted colors or plain—anything report of business conditions, recordtoo
disturbing
to
and
the
not
conservVirginia Hayes, historian; Martha
Emily Hopkins, Virginia Hill, Dudto suit your fancy, and spring is the ing the prices of salt and dry fish,
It
gives
that
air
of
ative.
being
in
the
Belknap, reporter; Priscilla Brown,
ginger and tobacco, pork and furs.
ley Utterback, George Cunningham,
know. Besides, if you can combine a time to let your fancy run free.
registrar.
Lloyd Duggan. and Robert Fortier.
Spring "Pie"—and we don't mean to
"redingote" with it you are scoring
100 on two 1940 styles. A bloused eat. It's the weaker sex's favorite Corinne Comstock Is
Five Women, Two Men back, still popular, can have most in- kind— a new hat. They are straw President of Tri Delta
The state office of the National week except Wednesday, May 1, Lambda Chi Holds
"pork pies" with a print band encirteresting variations.
Youth Administration, working Maine Day; and on Saturday. May 4, Second Joint Banquet
Join Sigma Mu Sigma
If you are a bit more daring per- cling them. Incidentally, we predict
Corinne Comstock was elected pres- through the University placement bu- the program will be scheduled from
Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary psy- haps you liaTc a plaid coat, which the a big future for this new steal from ident of Delta Delta Delta at a meet- reau, is making plans to offer to 1:30 to 5:30 in the afternoon. Girls
Brooks Brown atel Bryant Bean
chology society, initiated seven new name great coat fits perfectly. They men. Just another thing of father's ing of the sorority Saturday. Other women students a training course in taking the course will be registered were among the speakers at the second
members Wednesday, April 16, at a are chic and smart and arc as English that gave us an idea. You can still officers are: Dora West, vice presi- the techniques of waitress work.
both with the University placement annual joint initiation banquet held
meeting in North Stevens.
al their name.
have your silly, frilly bonnets, though, dent ;Ruth Garrison, chaplain; Bar- Co-operating with the Maine state bureau and the State employment ser- by Alpha Rho Zeta, Colby, and Beta
Those initiated were: Frances
Ice cream plaids are the tops in girls.
bara Emmons, rushing chairman; employment service and the Maine vice.
Zeta, Maine, of Lambda Chi Alpha,
Horne, Phyllis Brown, Geraldine suits. The soft colors of rose, blue, High-stepping—Last but not least Ruth White, treasurer; Cortna Kings- hotel association, the NYA training
Registration for the course will take Saturday evening at the Lancey House
Watson, Marion White Dora West and green give a delightful and re- by any means. You guessed it—the ley, secretary; Elizabeth Peaslee, cor- course is designed to increase summer place in 12 Fernald Hall from 1:00 to in Pittsfield.
Albert Hill, and Alexander Loudon. freshing effect. As you all know, the new "wedges" with more color, more responding secretary; Isabelle Cros- employment opportunities by making 5:30 p.m. on Friday, April 26. The
Albion Beverage served as toastFive guests from the University of skirt and jacket can he worn sepa- height, and more dash. Like knee by, marshal; Barbara Young and Eliz- available at the University better course is designed primarily for those master.
New Hampshire were made honorary rately. That is the joy of these suits— length stockings they do not have the abet Hopkins, historians; Ernestine trained applicants.
women students who, with little or no
Other speakers appearing on the
members. These were Dr. A. G Ek- they combine utility and beauty. We masculine approval, but frankly they Carver, social chairman; Eleanor
Tentative plans for the course in- actual working experience, are fitted program included Dean Ernest C.
dahl, of the New Hampshire psy- hope to sec many of them on the Maine are one of our pet indulgences.
Johnson, W.S G. A. representative; clude a daily period of instruction by interest and personal qualifications Marriner, whose subject was "1.iher, hology department, David Holt, '40, campus.
Don't forget it is up to us to make Marian Hines, assistant treasurer; from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 and from 6:30 for the work in the hotels, tea rooms. ty, Equality, and Fraternity," Rev.
Richard Hay, '40, Clifford Bullock, The classic man-tailored suit still true the old saying that life is beau- Jean Goodwin and Agnes Walsh, cam- ti 8:30 the week of April 29. The camps, and restaurants through the Everett Rockwell. Beniah Harding.
reigns supreme. The colors are in tiful.
'40, and Charles H. Cook, '41.
pus activities chairmen.
program will be given each day of the state.
and Robert Turbyne, all of Colby.

Mrs. Hubbard
Guest Speaker
Pan-Hel Party

New Exhibits
Demonstrate
Research Work

U. of Maine
Co-operates in
Hour Broadcast

Peace Panel
To Replace
Vesper Service

English Faculty
To Visit Bates

Faculty Reach
83% of Goal
In Campaign

French Club
Gives Plays

Clark Kuney
Receives Grant
For Studies

Vigneras Translates
French Letters

"Stage Door"
Ends Season

Spring Wardrobe Spells
Glamour for Maine Co-ed

N.Y.A. Offers Students
Waitress Training Course
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Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
University of Maine

By

Its Martin Scher

Instead of Jazzing—with records, is kept for the files. The others are
Adopting as their rallying cry, "The
wholly, perhaps it might be interest- used to stamp the commercial plastics,
Yanks Are Not Coming," on Friday,
Well, we are coming up in the ing to find out how discs are made— which some of us buy now and then.
By Catherine Ward
511,
Member
PPPPP S•tereD PO. P.•,10.1•1. •CrIMITIVAICI
April 19, 1,000,000 students on 500
world, what with a coast-to-coast I hope. A lot of things happen in the
of
winner
Armour,
No
This is rather a rough outline, but
No Arms,
Advertising Service, Inc.
process, so here goes.
Pssocialed Colletsiate Press National
campuses are expected to demonstrate the All Nations Prize Novel competi- broadcast and everything.
College Pleblesbers RePresentateve
it works that way to some extent.
NEW YORK. N.Y. their support for a realistic program
••••
It takes just 36 seconds to transDistributor of
420 MAOWION AVE
It seemed nice to sit in the audience
tion, is the story of the growth of a
QUERN • NWT. • LOS A.M.. • $.11•1 /1.11C1.60 to keep America out of war. The proplastic into
As for some of the releases to come
young officer in the British regular and see the professor in the same spot form a shapeless lump of
a "Jazz Me Blues," etc. However
gram consists of refusal of war loans, army of 1928-30.
here are a few. Coleman Hawyou are usually in . For months now this isn't all. The saga of a phono- out,
otlIcr C tre• planes, or men to belligerents; sanity
Business Man.igi:.
kins has a new All-Star Octet, and
a
for
marked
Address all business correspondence to the
was
Windrush
Tubby
"talk
saying,
been
has
hief.
Dusenbury
Del
Editor-in-C
apondence to the
graph record actually begins in India they have waxed "When Day Is
for America's future with no "headOrono, Maine.
conventional, brilliant military career.
Entered as second-class matter at the post-office,
breathing," and Central Europe and the Dutch Done," "The Shiek of Araby," "My
Subscription: SIM a year.
line mentalities"; study for the truth;
with a to the mike," "control that
Sammy,
major,
Maine.
his
Orono,
However,
Press,
University
the
at
Printed
increased NYA appropriations with no
script," "do East Indies where a few of the ten Blue Heaven," and "Bouncing with
Advertising Rate 500 per column inch
discerning eye, saw in him not only the "use gestures," "watch the
Extension SI
Office on the third floor of M.C.A. building. Tel.
cuts in social services for armament
on. different ingredients that go into a Bean." Seeing that the "HAWK" is
of a fine soldier, but also of a something with your voice," and so
makings
-Chief increases; passage of the American
he sits back record are gathered and packed. Next the dean of all tenor men, it should be
this
all
or-in
it
you
Ed
telling
After
conscioushis
prodding
By
man.
fine
WARREN B. RANDALL
maintenance of racial, recritically while you come five definite steps in the process terrific.
Business Manager Youth Act;
ness with disconcerting questions, he and watches
PETER J. SKOLTIS
of getting it ready for market.
ligious, and political minority rights;
broadcast.
misswas
Another thing such as the "Beer
made Tubby realize that he
EDITORIAL BOARD
no militarization of the CCC or NYA;
Contrary to popular conception, rec- Barrel Polka" is on its way, and the
Last Wednesday the shoe was on
that lay below the
deal
great
a
ing
Robert Willetts 1
Sports Editors optional R.O.T.C. with no extension;
Richard Cranch..Managing Editor
surface of life. During the long the other foot. We sat back and ords are not made of wax. No wax, title is "The Woodpecker Song," no
Paul Ehrenfried1 •
academic freedom for students and
Catharine Comstock
Comstock
Corrine
months in a hospital bed after a racing watched critically while Mr. Dusen- no rubber—just compounded and treat- doubt a very solid thing, no doubt—.
Editor
Associate
Women's News Editor staff with no censorship, bans, or ex- accident, Tubby lost self-satisfaction bury broadcast. It was gratifying to ed from resins and shellac and various Tommy Dorsey has already released
Gwendolyn Weymouth..Society Editor pulsions for beliefs; extended educa- and found doubt—the first stage of the find that, "under fire," Mr. Dusenbury different types of fillers in a formula the "Lonesome Road" (parts 1 and 2)
News Editor
Charles Leining
tional budgets and extension of interpractices what lie preaches. We real- of some sort or other, no doubt.
and this is a disc that holds great
Chandler, Bud Godwin, national friendship. American youth long journey toward truth.
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS—David Astor, William
Two separate platters are used, one expectations, some in grandiose style
admit that he isn't bad at all.
Marks,
must
ly
Phyllis
him
to
Kent,
presented
are
problems
Rachel
More
Ingham,
* * ••
Miriam Golden, Alma Hansen, Joseph Pierce, Martin Scher, Dorothy Shiro, proclaims its intention to live!
plastic platter on sale in the corner with fine solo work all around—Miller
by Lydia, the girl he loves, and by
Virginia Pease, Charles Peirce, Phillip
column was an invi- music shop, and the studio disc on came out with "Tuxedo Junction" and
week's
last
In
Valliere.
captain,
Raymond
hard-bitten
a
Treat,
Daddy Watson,
William
Perkins.
primaries
Illinois
Charlene
the
from
Returns
Kleiner,
Borris
broadcasts which the music is first engraved. "Danny Boy" and this is one terrific
STAR REPORTERS--Dorrice Dow,
whose soul is a battlefield on which tation to students to attend
Robert Elwell, Patri- indicate that Roosevelt received a six
The studio disc is made of something disc, blue lights and all, this is a
REPORTERS—Daniel Caouette, Marian Champenois,
struggle for su- as an audience.
elements
discordant
his
Garner,
over
to one advantage
White,
sweet young like soap poured upon a smooth circu- killer.— Don Redman puts up "You
cia Gogan, Virginia Hill, Mary Louise
a
ago
days
of
show
to
try
people
couple
A
these
All
premacy.
Enman, Barbara Hogan, Natalie Hood, Democratic opponet, though F. D. R.'s
CUB REPORTERS—Jane Dyer, John Rolnick, Martin Scher, Paul Smith, name was entered without his consent. him that to be content with things as thing stopped your correspondent on lar metal plate. This is now shoved Ain't Nowhere" and "About Rip Van
Wayne Hoy, Dorothy Ouellette, Ida Doreen Trask.
be no better than campus and asked, very innocently, off to the control room and the disc Wingle" and again a solid thing, done
In Arkansas, where he was unopposed, you find them is to
Barbara Thompson, Priscilla Thurlow,
of what man has "How much is the admission to the revolved at the speed that the thing in typical Redman style, with a terdenial
a
is
animal,
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BENNETT, JOHNSON ENTER PENN RELAYS
Kenyon Made
All-Time
Fullback

Tentative Football Line-up
Appears in Spring Practice

Baseball Team
To Play Colby
In Exhibition

Smith To Run
If Condition
Allows It

Don Smith, Stan Johnson, and
The Maine varsity baseball team
Bob Bennett, varsity track Mars,
have been entered in the famous
invades Waterville Friday to battle
Penn Relays in Philadelphia April
Colby in the opening clash of the Uni27, it was announced by Faculty
versity's current baseball season. ColManager of Athletics Ted Curtis
By Bob Willetts
experience
valuable
of
virtue
by, by
this week.
the
and
Boy,
trip
house,
and,
southern
field
gained on its
lii sports fans. I have just been over in the
Smith will run the two mile and
benefit of several outdoor practice is that place full of potential athletes this afternoon. Baseballs flying
Bennett and Johnson will throw the
sessions, is favored to win this opening around—traekmen running, jumping, practicing starts—coaches with
16 pound hammer. It is not yet
contest, but with the Maine varsity worried looks on their faces—and managers rushing back and forth trydefinitely certain whether Smith
line-up still wide open and several ing to satisfy the wants of everybody. What a mad house!—But,
will actually compete, according to
capable candidates battling for every along with the robin I Raw yesterday and the high water in the river, it
Coach Chester A. Jenkins, but his
dana
very
will
be
the
Bears
position,
is another sign of spring.
entry has been sent in with the idea
gerous opponent.
in mind that if he gets into satisBaseball
Still Indoors
factory shape he will go.
Kenyon
Coach
talk
with
Coach Bill Kenyon's varsity candiWell, to get down to business—We had a long
Bennett and Johnson, with Niles
dates have yet to practice outdoors, this afternoon—asked him what our chances were for the state title. His
Perkins, of Bowdoin, will be the faas the rainy weather and the soggy reply was, "We'll win it." He went on to say that Colby will be the team to
vorites to win the hammer, although
COACH BILL KENYON
ground have eliminated the possibility beat this year since they already have several games under their belt. Bates '
John McLaughery, of Brown, will
Coach Bill Kenyon has been named of using the regular outdoor field for is the defending champion, but Kenyon feels that Maine is better than they
probably be defending his title. Other
one of the three fullbacks on the All- some time. However, this week there are. Bowdoin has gone to the weeping post—they claim they haven't got a
probable entrants are Matt Flaherty,
in
improvement
thing. Our guess is—watch Bowdoin!
of New Hampshire, Bill Shallow, of
Time Georgetown University football has been a noticeable
the general play of most of the varsiTo those who don't go on the New England trip—the line-up is not defiHarvard, Norman Wilcox, of Rhode
team, it was announced this week at
ty prospects. Coach Kenyon, in fre- nite as yet, and there will be plenty of chances afterward to get a place on
Island, and Ed Beetem, of Pennsylat
coach
Exidine,
office.
Curtis's
Ted
quent pitching, batting, and infield the team.
vania.
Georgetown for sixteen years selected drills, has used a number of different
CHARLIE ARBOR
The winning throw last year was
PARKER SMALL
the team.
players in each position.
Pale Blue Personality
only about 160 feet, while both the
Kenyon has been at the University
afternoon
Monday
In the regular
With spring practice well under- tentative team could be drawn up. Maine entrants have bettered 170
Stan Johnson, husky fisherman from Bailey's Island, is probably
of Maine for the past fourteen years, practice the following line-ups worked
one of the best known, most well liked and best athletes that the Univer- way and the entire squad rounding Barrows looks secure in the fullback feet in practice this spring. Rain last
coach,
varserving as varsity baseball
out against each other in the hitting
sity of Maine has ever had. For four years he has been outstanding in into shape, the varsity football team position, if he continues his work. week, however, kept them from worksity basketball coach, and assistant and infield drill: Team A—Pitcher,
the weight events, not only in Maine but in New England and the nation. expects to get outdoors within a Charles Arbor looks good at right ing for several days, and they may not
football coach.
Dangler; Catcher, Gerrish; 1st,
half; however, the scrap for left half- be able to reach that peak before next
Last summer in the National championshort time. Contact work will be back must be settled among Savasuk,
At Georgetown Kenyon played end French; 2nd, Bower; 3rd, Crowley; ••-•
week. Both, if in top shape, can come
ships in Nebraska, he won the 56 pound
started in earnest, winding up with Russell, Pollock, Small, and McQueen.
Isis first two years, being named All- Shortstop, Whitten. Team B—Pitchclose to the 180 foot mark.
weight throw in both the junior and senior
practice
game
between
the
1st,
a
long
South Atlantic end his first year, and er, Shearer; Catcher, Adams;
Reitz appears set to duplicate last
divisions, and the junior 16 pound hamThis meet is held so early in the
first and second squads.
All-East end his second year. His Kilpatrick; 2nd, Dyke; 3rd, Davis;
year's job at quarterback.
mer. This winter, in a duel meet with
spring that the entrants are rarely
preparing
for
Brice,
last two years he played fullback, be- Shortstop, Taylor. Also seeing acCoach
Fred
The line looks like a real contest near their best form, but Johnson and
Northeastern, he tossed the 35 pound
Blue in all positions. At end, Leek and
ing selected All-American during his tion were Duby and Chase as hurlers.
weight over 58 feet to break the all-time his twentieth season as Pale
Bennett have been fortunate in being
catching
Downes
in
the
Winters
and
of
he
was
one
That
year
year.
seemed
optimistic
as
he
junior
Stearns have the advantage, with Dy- able to practice since the first of the
collegiate record and come within inches coach,
Johnston
and
Humphries
and
position.
the
fullbacks
in
the highest scoring
watched the night-time training ses- er, Dalrymple, and Harvey close beof a new world's record.
month.
country. Kenyon later played pro- in the infield. Hitting in regular orhind. At tackle, Grant, Gorman, IrStan is one of those happy-go-lucky in- sions.
Don Smith has not run the two mile
fessional football for the New York der, but not taking any part in the
many
men
"Of
course,
with
so
Harlow
are
vine, Russell, Mayo, and
dividuals that doesn't worry about anyin fast competition for two years, alfielding practice, were Blake, Meserve.
Giants.
thing, and consequently always seems to graduating," he said, "it looks as if almost equally good.
though Coach Jenkins has always
Aside from his football activities at Healey, and Bob Holmes.
get along all right. lie's always got a I will have to depend upon last year's
Genge is the one sure thing at maintained that it is his best event.
JOIINSON
STAN
Line-up
Undecided
Georgetown, Kenyon was chosen Allgood story for anyone who wants to listen, second-string material. Its addition, guard. Robinson and Grover, both He has not been able to get into very
At Colby Coach Kenyon is expected
American catcher his senior year, and
and most of us do. For being what every Maine athlete should be, the a good crop of freshman stars will be freshmen, and Gay, a sophomore, will good shape this spring and has done
to
experiment
considerably
and
to
use
was captain of the baseball team his
available next year, as will a few Jay- probably fill the other guard opening, little distance work. Unless he is in
Maine Campus salutes you—Stan Johnson.
last two years in college. In 1922 the most of his squad. No starting linevee players, so that my prediction of with the possibility of Roy, who is good form by the last of next week,
* •• ••• ••
Georgetown baseball team of which up has been named, and probably will
the 1941 team will depend upon the showing up well.
his entry will be scratched.
Track
he was captain was considered the not be until just before the game.
showing made by the boys this spring.
Jim Harris appears to be the best
Its the past Maine track teams have always been among the best in New
Hurlers
who
may
see
service
are
Al
greatest college baseball team ever asIf any success is to be ours next fall,
bet at center, although Gardner and
England, and the best in the state. This year, due to lack of material, the
sembled, winning thirty-eight straight Mann, Hal Chase, Ed Dangler, Frank
it will depend directly on the amount
Smart show ability. Bob Bennett may
track team is not coming up to par. Now this is through no fault of the coach
Shearer,
Bill
Duby,
Parker
Small,
and
games, defeating colleges of the calibre
of work each individual does now."
be shifted from quarterback, but this
or the 'slayers. They have been doing and will continue to do everything in
of Holy Cross, Yale, Harvard, Dart- Hal Millay. Dangler, last year's frosh
The coach did not say whether or is still in the doubtful stage.
ace, has looked particularly good thus their power to build a winning combination. It seems to us to be the least
mouth. and Roston College.
not he was particularly pleased by anySince the squad must be cut from
far, and Shearer, a junior, appears to that you who have track talent could do would be to go out and give Coach
By Corinne Comstock
one as yet, and definite questions re- fifty men to about half that size, it
Jenkins some material to work with.
be this year's find.
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gal ding the selection of a first and appears to be a wide-open choice for
Right now Kenyon is having a hard
Following is the girls' volley ball
second team drew only non-committal any of the candidates now out. Al- schedule for
Stuff
the season:
answers.
most twenty freshmen have reported, April 15
Monday 3:45
Ask Red Lane that story Stan Johnson is telling about him and a
Drop in and try our
On the basis of previous experience and from now on Coach Brice will beFrosh A vs. Soph A
▪ little encounter on the train. It seems that Red used to sell ice and
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Meet your friends at the
April
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of
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"Polar Bearings," a sports column appearing in the Bosrdoin Orient,
NOTICE
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S
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says, referring to baseball, "Maine's hopes are pretty low this spring."
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April
Wednesday 7:45
We imagine that after Maine and Bowdoin meet, he'll have reason to
Professor Henry F. Steinmetz,
Phone 225 - 403
Orono
Frosh A vs. Senior A
• publish a retraction... Phil Jones has been appointed adviser of the head of the Department of Botany
Frosh B vs. Senior B
golf team.
and Entomology, will speak at a
April 18
Thursday 4:15
meeting of the Vanguards which
Soph A PiL Junior A
will be held on Sunday, April 21,
time to find a satisfactory receiver. looked good in practice, and Keith at 7:30 p.m.
Coach Small is faced this next weekSoph B vs. Junior B
In several practices of late he has Thompson and Bob Holmes, also sophFriday 4:15
The subject of the talk will he end with the problem of picking a April 19
shifted his hard-hitting outfielder, Doc omores.
Frosh A VS. Junior A
Trends.
It will take varsity squad of around ten members
"Popul •
Gerrish, to the position, and recently
At the first sack the competition is place at the Fellowship Church on to make the New England trip next
Frosh B vs. Junior B
Ike Downes, formerly at shortstop, keen, with Al Holmes, Fred Johnston, Bennoch Street, Orono.
Monday 4:15
week. Although several men are as- April 22
has been doing some receiving. Also and Don Kilpatrick all bidding for the
Frosh A vs. Soph A
sured of positions, the positions on the
The public is invited to attend,
available here are his two holdovers starting job. Second base finds John
F
Frosh
3 B vs. Soph B
lower end of the singles list are very
from last year, Bucklin and Al Adams, Bower, Ronnie Dyke, as the outstandApril
Tuesday 4:15
much in doubt.
Doc Winters, a sophomore who has ing men at present, with either likely to start at Colby. Carroll Davis. husFrosh
25 A vs. Senior A
To pick the best team is difficult, for
ky soph, is giving Nat Crowley an few of the men on the squad have
Frosh
vs. Senior B
unexpected battle at third. Here, too, played with or against each other. April
Thursday 4:15
a
a
the starter is hard to name, as neither
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Quite a few of the contenders for po1 FLOWERS CORSAGES
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man has had a chance to really show
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sitions on the team are either men from
Announcements, etc.
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his hitting ability.
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Saturday 11:00
squad
of
last
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or
the
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Harve ‘Vhitten will probably hold
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players who have not beets out for the
down the shortstop position, with
Junior B vs. Senior B
O'LOUGHLIN'S
Printer
varsity in other years. The ranking
Charlie Taylor likely to play also. In matches being held on the asphalt April 29
Monday 4:15
GREENHOUSE
40 Central St., Bangor
the outfield will be Doc Gerrish, if he court are intended to help in the
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IP
does not catch, and Cliff Blake, while choosing of the team, but weather
Frosh
rosh
m B vs. Junior B
Meserve, Healey, Talbot, French, and conditions make the matches almost April
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Deke Adams are other possibilities.
Soph A vs. Senior A
unpredictable.
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The matches on the New England
May 2
Thursday 4:15
•
trip are against the same teams as
Junior A vs. Senior A
179 EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR
last year. On Thursday of next week
Junior B vs. Senior B
Maine will play New Hampshire, atTel. 3319
It is hoped that the seniors will be
tempting to avenge the defeat of last
able to form a B team and the schedSCHOOL OF LAW
year which was a close one.
ule can be worked out as planned.
New York

The Amazon 1

Myers Grocery

Small To Pick
Squad For
New Englands

II. P. SNOWMAN

CONNOR'S PRINTING CO.

Fordham University
Caw System

Shop
enables us to accommodate larger crowds
this week-end

Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course

Farnmworth's Cafe

Member of the Association of
American Law Schools

The enlarged seating capacity of our

t •
It's something Coca-Cola
gives that millions have liked
for more than fifty years,— a
happy after-sense of complete refreshment that adds
to your enjoyment of ice-cold
Coca-Cola.No wonder people
the world over say: get a
Coca-Cola, and get the feel
of refreshment.

THE PAUSE THAT
Bottled under authority of The Coot-Cole Co. by
TIP. C,
COLit /•0 Tit ING P1.AN'17.,, INC
Pork ,ns SI , 13an-Tor. M tine

Co-Educational

STUDENTS

College Degree or Two
Years of College Work
with Good Grades
Required for Entrance

ALWAYS GO AFTER THE BEST

Transcript of Record Must Ho
Furnished

TRY THE

Morning, Early Afternoon,
and Evening Classes

BRASS RAIL
Maine's Finest Restaurant
AIR AND SOUND CONDITIONED
202 Ext hange St.

Bangor

For further information address
REGISTRAR OF
FORDHAM LAW
SCHOOL
233 Broadway, New York

DENTISTRY
The field of dentistry today
offers to college students an attractive career. It provides a
worthy intellectual challenge. a
life of professional service with
satisfactory income, and an opportunity for research and teaching in this division of medical
science and art.
The University of Pennsylvania has prepared more than
six thousand graduates who are
occupying positions of importance in the profession throughout the world. Its course of instruction is of the highest order.
Anyone intersted in this profession as a life work is invited
to apply for further information
to
The Dean of the
School of Dentistry
University of Pennsylvania'
40th at Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.

Results of the first games: Soph A
kat Frosh A; Soph B beat Frosh B.
Florence Cousins, of the Off-Campus Women, and Barbara Young. of
Colvin, have won their sectional pingpiing tournaments and will go into the
semi-finals with the Balentine and
Elms sectional winners in the near
future.
The final match for the archery
Silver Cup will be shot off Monday
night at 7:00 p.m. in the Alumni Gym.
Keep America out of War.

I

U
Perham's Service Station I
Gene iliticheid. Mgr.
61 Main st
We specializel.
in 823° 1
Lubrication

THE MAINE CAMPUS

4

Frosh Trackmen Meet
Lewiston and Deering

CIGARETTE

AMERICA'S BUSIEST

Little Theatre
7:30 Men's Glee Club at Lord Hall
7:00 Civil Club at Wingate
April 19
Friday
8:00 Harvard Glee Club in
Memorial Gym
Phi Kappa Sigma Vic Party
Lambda Chi Alpha Vic Party
Alpha Tau Omega Vic Party
M. C. A. Reception
April 20
Saturday
8:00 Open House
Arts Club Dance at Alumni Gym
Sigma Chi Vic Party
Phi Kappa Sigma Vic Party
Lambda Chi Alpha Vic Party
Alpha Tau Omega Vic Party
M.O.C. Cabin Clean-up
April 21
Sunday
2:30 M.O.C. Day Hike
4:00 Panel Discussion replacing
Vespers
7:30 Vanguards meeting at
Fellowship Church
April 24
Wednesday
6:00 Freshman-Sophomore Banquet
at Balentine
6:30 M.O.C. Business Meeting
7:00 Maurice Sullivan to show Mt.
Katandin Movies at 15C
April 27
Saturday
M.O.C. General week-end hike to
Pickerel Pond

Chesterfield goes to bat with the

efed/agm

40e-te,

Definitely Milder
Cooler-Smoking
Better-Tasting

ready showing all the signs of continuing the mass onslaught on the
running event records that they started in doors last winter.
The opening meet is April 27 with
the combined teams of Lewiston and
Deering high schools. The following
week Edward Little high school, of
Auburn, and Stevens high school, of
Rumford, join forces against the
Frosh. Four days later the Penobscot Valley combination of Bangor,
John Bapst, Orono, Old Town, Lee,
Rockland, and Bar Harbor faces the
freshmen.
That week-end the medley relay
team will run in the State Meet, and
a week later the entire squad will tackle the varsity. The squad splits
again the next week, with the relay
team going to the New Englands at
Springfield, Mass., while the remainder faces a six-team Aroostook combination.

Lord Hall. These will go on the air
over station NVLBZ.
On the first floor of Lord Hall there
will be an exhibit of a stroboscope
which will "stop" all motion, and a
photo-electric cell controlled drinking
fountain which will work without being touched. In the communications
laboratory there will be a demonstration of the operation of a dial telephone.
At Wingate Hall, blueprinting, photostating, and drafting equipment will
be shown. In the basement there will
be samples of materials tested by the
state highway department laboratory,
including cement, bituminous materials, traffic paint, and concrete.
Beside the numerous exhibitions and
demonstrations planned by the department of chemistry and chemical
engineering, there will be presented in
Room 201, Aubert Hall, a demonstration of chemical detection of fingerThe distance men, Martinez, Moody, prints.
Creamer, Hamm, and Caldwell, should
The physics department will feature
again be heavy favorites in almost a
photographic exhibit in Room 302
every meet, but Stewart, Radley, Leoand demonstration experiments in the
nard, Youlden, Young, Sinkinson, Bra- general
physics laboratory. In Crosdy, and Hadlock should be just as by Hall
the materials testing laborastrong in their events.
tory will demonstrate a Riehle tension, compression, and flexure maU. OF MAINE
chine with a force of 150,000 pounds.
(Continued from Page One)

Broadcast were Mr. Wetherbee and "Entrance of women into politics
Mr. Dusenbury, of the Department of would make a better government" was
Speech. Cast in the dramatizations the subject of a debate between stuDean Edith G. Wilson expressed were the following students: Quenton dents of Middlebury College and of
her appreciation of the co-operative Crandall, Carl Duncan, Beth Trott, Maine at the meeting of the Women's
work that Panhellenic Council has William Dow, Elton Carter, Russell Forum, April 9, in Balentine Hall.
clone this past year. She stated that Woolley, Robert Elwell, John Jordan, Miss Gertrude Tondreau was chairthe Maine sororities are admirable in Robert Lovejoy, Frederick Libby, man of the debate. Miss Helen West
that they are not closed organizations Barbara Welch, and John Cullinan. and Miss Alice Austen, of Middleand that they willingly support the
President Arthur A. Hauck con- bury, supported the affirmative, and
non-sorority women in extracurricular cluded the broadcast with a brief mes- Miss Leona Runion and Miss Martha
Hutchings, of Maine, upheld the negactivities.
sage. Another "Maine on the Air"
ative. There was no decision.
The theme of the banquet was in broadcast resulted in complete success.
the form of a pledge sing, of which Student co-operation was essential in
NOTICE
this campus broadcast, so very imporPriscilla Bickford was in charge.
Applications for the University
tant because of its national scope. Cabins
for the coming college year
May we continue to put "Maine on the should be
filed at the Registrar's
• Air" in such an appropriate style! 'office
1
on or before April 22.
MRS. HUBBARD
(Coritiesed from Page One)

... these are the three good
qualities that every smoker
wants and every smoker gets
in Chesterfield.That's because
Chesterfields are made of the
world's best tobaccos, blended
in the right combination.
You can't buy a better cigarette.

In UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP

Colvin Hall held its spring formal
dance Friday evening. April 12, with
Paul Monaghan and his orchestra
furnishing the music. Chaperons were
Mrs. Julia D. H Whittlesey, house
•
mother, Dr. Milton Ellis, Dr. and Mrs.
Rising L. Morrow, and Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Pelletier.
I Spring is just 'round the I
The committee in charge included
corner; so spruce with
Beatrice Gleason, social chairman,
a haircut done by
Jean McDonough, and Mavis Creamer.
Orono
Mill St.
on Campus
gives you excellent
workmanship plus
reasonable prices

frr60
/X-

"Tim" the Barber

8
Dune and his smiling
clerks arc anxious to
serve you at the
"The Yankees," says JOE McCARTHY,"wIn championships because they're good in the boo, at bat
and in the field" . CHESTERFIELDS win more
smokers every day because th•Yre tops for
cooler smoking, better taste and real mildness.

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
MILL ST.
ORONO

1

You succeed according to
your appearance—
Drop in to

BILL CASEY
and have a fine haircut
Strand Theatre Bldg.

,
ISIIMINONONOW

YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

Today's DEFINITELY

esterfield

MILDER, Cooler-Smoking, Better-Tasting

Cigarette

Copyright 1940, t.roc.str & Myra% I OBACCO CO.

BANGOR and ORONO
OPERA HOUSE
Held over through
Saturday

All nationally advertised
I pen and pencil sets, watches
and electric shavers are
sold here

THE BANGOR NURSERY FLOWER SHOP
John Dillon, I X
Campus representative

"REBECCA"
starring
Joan Fontaine and Laurence
Olivier

Round's Jewelry Store

Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
April 21-22-23-24
Howard Spring's hest-selling
non el

"MY SON, MY SON"

Melvin's Music Store

featuring
Brian Aherne and
Madeleine Carroll
and Louis Has ward

PIANOS
All makes of Phonograph
Record.
RR Central St
Bangor

NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW

COLLEGE COSMETICS
$2.00 BARBARA GOULD
CLEANSING CREAM
12 lb. Jar

$100

BANGOR

Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.

Three Years

April 20-21-22-23
Tyrone Power and
Dorothy Lamour
in

EVENING PROGRAM

"JOHNNY APOLLO"

DAY PROGRAM

I

ORONO

rout Years
• • •
A minimum of two years of college
work required for admission.
A limited number of scholarships
available to college graduates.
LL! Degree conferred
Admit, men and women
47 MT. VERNON ST.. BOSTON
Near State House

April 24-25-26
MitstuLt
in

GC('TV

"ADVENTURE IN
DIAMONDS"
saga of the South tnt,1[1
DISM011,1 ID III^

HARVARD SINGERS
(Continued from Page One)
Glorious Apollo
Webbe
(Written for the first Glee
Club, London, 1790)
NON VOS RELINQUAM ORPI1ANOS
Byrd
Motet for the Feast of Pentecost,
from Gradualia, Book II, 1607
SHOOT, FALSE LOVE
Morley
From First Book of Balletts,
London, 1595
CHORUSES from "Csocsus" and
"PRINZ JODELET"
Keiser
THREE CATCHES
Purcell
Bartholomew Farr
I gave her cakes
Once, twice, thrice I Julia tried
LET TI1EIR CELESTIAL CONCERTS ALL
Ustizz, from "Samson"
Handel

SPORTLAND BOWLING ALLEY
Orono

The Men's Glee Club rehearsal will
be in Lord Hall at 7:30 Thursday,
April 18.

an's Beauty
Shop

Drop in at the
Coffee Pot
Ext ellen( Pastries
and Food

46 Main St.

Orono
Telephone 430 for
appointments

Thurs., April 18
"CASTLE ON THE
HUDSON"
John Garfield. Ann Sheridan
Cartoon-Information PleaseComedy

FOR CORSAGES

Brockway's Flower Shoppe
Bangor

Fri. & Sat., Apr. 19-20

Student agent—NI endy

121 2 Pleasant St., Orono

"GRAPES OF WRATH"
Henry Fonda, Jane Harwell
Par. News-Feature, 2:45, 6:45,
9:00

Sun., Mon., April 21-22
"THE BLUE BIRD"

BIJOU
BANGOR

D

Shirley Temple in

•

52 MAIN STREET

5TRFI

The University of Maine rifle team
brought to a close a most successful
season last week when the final shot
of the national meet was fired. As yet
the results of the meet have not been
returned, but it is highly probable that
Maine will be in the upper brackets.
The highest score was turned in by
Frosh Richard Norton who shot 767.
The next nine high men of the fifteen
who competed were James McCain,
Harry C. Peavey, William Gifford,
Clarence Dow, Ralph Pipes, Harold
Whiteley, Mac Day,. and John Somes.
The team compiled a score which
was 46 points better than last year.
Yet the New England champions were
far off their natural stride, for every
one of the men is fully capable of
shooting 760 or better under normal
conditions. Coach Cooper attributes
the slump to the spring holiday. Immediately after the long recess period,
the team were compelled to compete
without any warming up period.
Prospects for next year's season
look good. Only two of the present
members of the team will be lost by
graduation.

TARANTELLA Randall Thompson,'20
LA PASTORELLA
Schubert
NOTICE
CHORUS from KHOVANSTCHINA
W.A.A. meeting for both old and
Moussorgsky
new councils April 24 at 6:45 in
(Soloist: Marshall Swan, 1G)
Alumni Gymnasium.
Two AMERICAN FOLK SONGS
Arranged by Howard Brockway
Five reels of sound movies with
The Old Maid's Song
English and German captions were
(Soloist: H. M. Rainie, '40)
shown at the meeting of Der Deutsche
Casey Jones
Verein Tuesday evening in South Stevens. Plans for the annual picnic Arranged by Edward B. Lawton,'34
were discussed. May 9 at Dr. Drum- Two CHORUSES from TI1E MIKADO
(Act I)
Sullivan
mond's camp has been set as the tenBehold the Lord High Executioner
tative date and place.
We are gentlemen of Japan
FINALE from THE GONDOLIERS
Sullivan
Saturday Special at
Accompanists
PENNEV'S
William W. Austin, 1G
2 doz. Fresh Eggs and
Ralph Renwick, Jr., '42
1 lb. of Bacon-79c
Main St.. Orono
rl 17-,
A stag dance in the Alumni Gymnasium will be sponsored Saturday by
the Students' Arts Club. The dance
•is held to raise money for a scholarLimber up for the
ship to he given to some member of
coming spring by
the University. The price of the dance
bowling at the
and floor show will be forty cents.

M & P Theatres

BANGOR

CORSAGES and FLOWERS

OPEN HOUSE
(Continued from Page One)

Rifle Team
of aeronautics.
Shoots Well
With the opening meet of the spring
At 1:45 and 7:45 p.m. there will be
April 18
Thursday
schedule a little more than a week special demonstration broadcasts by
In Nationals
7:30 Dr. Robert Coffin at
away, the freshman track team is al- students in the radio laboratories in
Campus Calendar

News-Ski Chase

Tues., April 23
This is the "Big Nite"
It "Pays" to attend!

1:11E1410I7ND LINE
CUTS RATES AGAIN
For Further Information
Phone Bangor 4100
or
Visit 154 Main St., Bangor

Beauty at

A/rowing

"SWISS FAMILY
ROBINSON"
Thomas Mitchell. Edna Best
Freddy Bartholomew
Spottlight-Novelo

"Buffum's"
The ultimate its personal service
33 Main Street

Wed. & Thurs., April 24-25
'r)P

ERLICH'S MAGIC
BULLET"
t. Robinson, Ruth Gordon
News -N0,1111,

Tel. 95

Spring calls for
SPRING CLOTHES
so have your Spring Clothes Cleaned and Pressed at

HILLSON'S TAILOR SHOP
Mill St.

Orono

